In the past decade, a large number of robots has been built that explicitly implement biological navigation behaviours. We review these biomimetic approaches using a framework that allows for a common description of biological and technical navigation behaviour. The review shows that biomimetic systems make significant contributions to two fields of research: First, they provide a real world test of models of biological navigation behaviour; second, they make new navigation mechanisms available for technical applications, most notably in the field of indoor robot navigation. While simpler insect navigation behaviours have been implemented quite successfully, the more complicated way-finding capabilities of vertebrates still pose a challenge to current systems.
Introduction
In its original sense, the term navigation applies to the process of directing a ship to its destination. 1 This process consists of three repeating steps [69] : (a) the navigator determines the ship's position on a chart as accurately as possible; (b) on the chart, he relates his position to the destination, reference points and possible hazards; (c) based on this information, he sets the new course of the vessel.
The nautical practice of navigation has entered almost unchanged into the domain of robotics. For instance, Levitt and Lawton [37] define navigation as a process answering the following three questions: (a) "Where am I?"; (b) "Where are other places with respect to me?"; (c) "How do I get to other places from here?". Applied to robot navigation, this means that the robot's sensory inputs are used to update a single global representation of the environment, from which motor actions are derived by an elaborate inference procedure. This view of navigation has not only been adopted in standard robotics textbooks (e.g., [44] ), but also forms the basis for many robot navigation systems (see, e.g., the list in [33] ).
None of these systems has yet reached the flexibility and navigation performance of bees or ants, let alone migrating birds or fish. This has motivated robotics researchers to look for biological navigation mechanisms that can be implemented on an autonomous mobile robot. The notion of navigation described above turned out to be of little help in biomimetic naviga-tion systems. Indeed, ethological research in the past decades has shown that many animals (including humans) are able to navigate without answering all of Levitt and Lawton's questions, or even without answering any of them. "Where am I?" is not necessarily the first question to ask. For navigating animals, the most important question is "How do I reach the goal?"; this does not always require knowledge of the starting position. A necessary prerequisite for a biomimetic approach therefore is a broader idea of navigation, since otherwise most biological mechanisms are excluded from consideration at the outset.
In the present paper, we provide a framework for describing navigation phenomena which builds on recent discussions in the biological literature. Within this framework, we give an overview over the efforts that have been undertaken so far in the field of biomimetic robot navigation. We consider an approach as biomimetic if the authors try to implement a mechanism described in the biological literature, and explicitly refer to the biological inspiration of their approach. Out of the large number of biomimetic approaches to navigation, we have chosen a subgroup for this review, namely those that (i) were implemented on a real mobile robot, and (ii) mimic actually observed navigation behaviour of animals or humans. To keep our review focused, we did not include biomimetic systems based on more general biological ideas that are not specific to navigation, such as robots using artificial neural networks or biological learning mechanisms.
In the next section, we try to give a useful definition of navigation and discuss its relation to other forms of spatial behaviour. We present a hierarchical classification of navigation phenomena which is our guideline for discussing the biomimetic robot navigation systems in Sections 3 and 4. We conclude our review with a discussion of the technical and biological relevance of biomimetic approaches to navigation.
Navigation

Basic concepts
Since the classical notion of navigation captures only part of the observed biological navigation phenomena, we adopt a slightly modified version of Gallistel's [19] definition 2 
"Navigation is the process of determining and maintaining a course or trajectory to a goal location."
The minimal capabilities for navigation are thus to move in space, and to determine whether or not the goal has been found. To that end, the sensory features which identify the goal have to be stored in some form of long-term memory. In contrast to the definition of Levitt and Lawton [37] , this notion of navigation does not imply that the current location must be recognized, nor that a map-like representation must be used to find the goal.
The reference to a goal location distinguishes navigation from other forms of spatial behaviour such as exploration, foraging, obstacle avoidance, body orientation or course stabilization. In particular, "taxis" is not always a navigation mechanism. Originally, it refers to an active body orientation into a direction with respect to a stimulus field [31] . This implies that taxis is certainly involved in most navigation behaviours (together with obstacle avoidance and course stabilization), but taxis does not necessarily include the essential capabilities of locomotion and goal recognition.
The forms of spatial behaviour captured by the above definition fall into two fundamentally different groups: local navigation and way-finding. Local navigation requires the recognition of only one location, namely the goal. The agent chooses its actions on the basis of current sensory or internal information, without the need of representing any objects or places outside the current sensory horizon [76] . Local navigation methods have also been called "tactics" [82] or local control strategies [33] . Way-finding involves the recognition of several places, and the representation of relations between places which may be outside the current range of perception [59] . Way-finding relies on local navigation skills to move from one place to another, but it allows the agent to find places that could not be found by local navigation alone.
The distinction between local navigation and way-finding is not necessarily associated with the scale of the environment in which the agent moves: By simply following a locally measured compass direction, for instance, one can find places that are thousands of kilometers away, whereas finding a particular room in a campus building already requires considerable way-finding skills.
The large range of existing biological and technical navigation behaviour calls for a further classification of the extant phenomena. There is a number of classification schemes in the literature, each based on different criteria [10, 31, 56, 58, 76, 82] . Here, we use a hierarchy of navigation competences that can be tested experimentally. This allows for a common classification of both biological and technical navigation behaviour which is especially suitable for the purpose of this text.
The navigation hierarchy
The navigation hierarchy is based on the classification scheme of Trullier et al. [76] which we have modified and extended. In this hierarchy, navigation behaviour is classified according to the complexity of the task that can be performed (cf. Table 1) . Thus, each level is characterized by a certain navigation competence which can be tested experimentally. Local navigation behaviours are divided into four levels: search, direction-following, aiming and guidance; way-finding behaviours into three levels: recognition-triggered response, topological and survey navigation. An agent at a given level has all the capabilities of the lower levels of its respective group, but a way-finding agent does not necessarily have all local navigation skills. In computer science, a similar hierarchy has been presented by Kuipers [32] .
Search
An agent navigating by search alone shows no active orientation towards the goal ( Fig. 1(a) ). The goal can only be found by chance if the agent hits it while moving around. This simplest form of navigation requires only the basic competences of locomotion and goal detection, without the need of any type of spatial representation. Search requires a large amount of time compared to other navigation methods. Since the direction towards the goal needs not to be known, search can serve as a backup strategy when the agent cannot find its goal.
Direction-following and path integration
For this type of navigation behaviour, the agent must be able to align its course with a locally available direction to find the goal. The goal itself need not to be perceivable during approach. An example of this behaviour would be a ship setting its course along a fixed compass direction leading to the goal. Direction information may be extracted either from allothetic (based on an external reference) sources such as the magnetic field, celestial cues or odour trails, or from idiothetic (based on an internal reference) sources such as an inertial compass or proprioreceptive signals. Whereas direction following is more effective than search, it allows the agent to find the goal only when it moves on the trail defined by the direction (Fig. 1(b) ). If the agent is displaced from the trail, it will miss the goal. Thus, this method is not very tolerant with respect to inaccurate directional information and alignment. Deviations from the trail may accumulate so that the goal is missed.
If, in addition, the distance to the goal is known, direction-following becomes more effective, since the agent can switch to another strategy, e.g., search, after the goal has been passed undetected. Again, there are various allo-and idiothetic sources for distance information such as step number, energy consumption, optic flow, etc. A strategy for acquiring both the direction and the distance to the goal is called path integration in biology, or odometry in robotics: On the outward journey, the agent continuously integrates every change of direction and the covered distance, thus maintaining a continuous estimate of the current egocentric position of the starting point. This computation does not require a global representation of all places visited on the outward journey. It can be done by using only locally available information on the current movement of the animal. An agent using path integration is not confined to a fixed trail with respect to the ground, it is able to return to the start position from any point of the trajectory, as long as the integration process is not interrupted.
Aiming
An agent aiming at a goal has to orient its body axis such that the goal is in front of it. The goal must be associated with some salient cue, be it olfactory, auditory, or other, which is always perceivable during approach ( Fig. 1(c) ). In the visual domain, this cue is often called a beacon [36] . A ship, for instance, can navigate by aiming at a widely visible lighthouse which functions as a beacon. In contrast to direction-following, the goal can be approached from various directions without the danger of cumulative error. The area in which the salient cue can be perceived defines a "catchment area" around the goal. However, not every location can serve as a goal since it must be marked by a salient cue.
Guidance
When the goal is not marked by a salient cue, the agent can be guided by the spatial configuration of the surrounding objects. Guidance is a process whereby "a certain egocentric relationship" with respect to "a particular landmark or object" is maintained [54] . Moving so as to attain this spatial relationship to the configuration of the surrounding objects leads the agent to the location where the relationship was memorized [76] . Thus, the spatial information required is not only a single direction or location, but the spatial relationship between the current location, the goal, and the currently perceptible environment ( Fig. 1(d) ). Guidance is still a local navigation method since it requires only the processing of current sensory or internal information, without the need of representing anything outside the current sensory horizon. A nautical example of guidance would be a ship that tries to reach a fixed position between several islands.
Recognition-triggered response
All previous navigation methods are local since they lead to a single location with the help of locally available information. Recognition-triggered responses connect two locations by means of a local navigation method. They may be formally denoted by a pair starting location, local navigation method and thus involve the recognition not only of the goal, but also of a starting location. The recognition of the starting location triggers the activation of a local navigation method leading to the goal. In this context, a location is defined as a certain sensory situation in which a particular local navigation method is selected. Thus, an association between a sensory pattern defining the start and an action has to be learned. There is no planning of a sequence of subsequent movements, only the selection of the very next action. Thus, the agent responds in an inflexible manner to the current situation.
Recognition-triggered responses can serve as an elementary navigation step for building routes. Routes are sequences of recognition-triggered responses, in which the attainment of the goal of one step triggers the start of the next step (cf. Fig. 2(a) ). The local navigation method can be different in each step according to the local environment. A route may connect locations that cannot be reached by local navigation alone. Still there is no planning involved, as knowledge is limited to the next action to perform. If one route segment is blocked, e.g., by an obstacle, the agent has to resort to a search strategy until it reaches a known place again.
Topological navigation
An agent using recognition-triggered responses is confined to using always the same sequences of locations. Routes are generated independently of each other and each goal needs its own route. Navigation is more adaptive if the spatial representation is goal-independent, i.e., if the same representation can be used for multiple goals. To this end, the agent must have the basic competence of detecting whether two routes pass through the same place. Two possibly different sensory configurations associated with the different routes leading through the same place have to be merged by route integration. A collection of integrated routes thus becomes a topological representation of the environment. This can be expressed mathematically as a graph, where vertices represent places and edges represent a local navigation method connecting two vertices.
Any vertex can become the start or the goal of a route, so that, in the case of obstacles, alternative intersecting routes may be found (cf. Fig. 2(b) ). The fact that alternative routes may lead to one goal requires planning abilities which generate routes from the graph. Planning and route integration are the capabilities required for topological navigation. The resulting routes are concatenations of sub-sequences from previously visited routes. As a consequence, an agent relying on topological navigation cannot generate novel routes over unvisited terrain.
Survey navigation
Whereas for topological navigation different routes have to be integrated locally, survey navigation requires the embedding of all known places and of their spatial relations into a common frame of reference. In this process, the spatial representation must be manipulated and accessible as a whole, so that the spatial relationship between any two of the represented places can be inferred. In contrast, topological navigation needs only the spatial relations between connected places. An agent using survey navigation is able to find novel paths over unknown terrain, since the embedding of the current location into the common frame of reference allows the agent to infer its spatial relation to the known places. Examples include finding of shortcuts in unknown terrain between unconnected routes (cf. Fig. 2(c) ), or detours around obstacles in unknown terrain.
Biomimetic robot navigation
Examples of local navigation mechanisms, recognition-triggered responses and topological navigation can be found throughout the animal kingdom, whereas survey navigation may be limited to vertebrates. Generally, each level of the navigation hierarchy requires new skills on top of the lower level skills. This could also indicate the direction taken during evolution, since new behavioural capabilities are usually built on simpler pre-existing mechanisms. The hierarchy of competences and their underlying mechanisms in a biomimetic robot should thus reflect an "evolutionary scaling" as discussed by Mallot [41] .
The approach of classical robotics to navigation is most reminiscent to survey navigation since spatial knowledge is represented in a common global map. This contrasts with the above considerations in which survey navigation is the very last stage of the evolutionary development. Biomimetic approaches are therefore constructed in a bottom-up manner: higher navigation abilities are used on top of simple, but reliable mechanisms. Sometimes these simpler mechanisms turn out to be sufficient for a given task, so that the higher levels need not to be implemented. The distinction between biomimetic and purely technical approaches, however, is not always clearly cut. Often technical solutions correspond very closely to those found by nature. In these cases, biomimetic approaches differ from the purely technical ones only by their explicit reference to a biological example, not necessarily by the type of mechanism implemented.
Biomimetic approaches can be found on all levels of the navigation hierarchy, with the exception of search and survey navigation. Perhaps due to its low efficiency, search has not received much attention from biomimetic research. Biomimetic survey navigation, on the other hand, requires all lower level skills, many of which are still poorly understood. In the following review, we therefore consider only the local mechanisms direction-following, aiming and guidance, and the way-finding mechanisms recognition-triggered response and topological navigation.
As we stated in the beginning, we included only those biomimetic systems in this review that implemented a biological navigation behaviour on a real mobile robot, not just in simulations. Readers interested in theoretical or simulation models are referred to the comprehensive review of Trullier et al. [76] .
Local navigation
Direction-following
Almost every commercially available mobile robot comes equipped with idiothetic odometry and active proximity sensors which allow for simple wall and corridor following behaviours. Thus, it is not surprising that direction following is a very common navigation mechanism in robotics. The contribution of biomimetic approaches consists mainly of two behaviours: (i) reactive trail following mechanisms with passive sensors; (ii) allothetic path integration. [68] . The robot of Sharpe and Webb is unique in that it navigates with the help of chemical cues. It is inspired by the trail following behaviour of many ant species which lay chemical trails along the ground. The ants walk in a sinusoidal path through the "vapour tunnel" created by the evaporating chemicals ( Fig. 1(c) ). The mechanism assumed to underlie this behaviour is called "osmotropotaxis": The ant detects the concentration of the chemical with both antennae. The concentration difference between left and right determines the turning tendency towards the higher concentration [23] .
Trail following
Sharpe and Webb
In Sharpe and Webb's robot, the antennae function was replaced by two chemical sensors which detected alcohol vapours. The sensors were mounted on "antennae" extending forwards and sidewards at a span of 29 cm. The osmotropotactic mechanism was implemented by a simple neural controller. A stronger sensor signal on one side of the robot accelerated the wheel speed on the opposite side which in effect caused the robot to head towards the greater concentration of vapour. The overall speed depended on the concentration measured by both sensors so that the robot slowed down when it received only faint odour signals. Sharpe and Webb were primarily interested in the question of whether the neural controller could reproduce the observed ant behaviour under real world conditions. In their experiments, they laid alcohol trails of various lengths and concentrations on the laboratory floor which the robot had to follow. Sharpe and Webb found a close qualitative correspondence between robot and ant behaviour, e.g., a similar dependence of trail following performance on body axis orientation, speed and antennae span. [14] . Trails can also be defined by walls or corridors. Instead of using active ultrasonic or infrared sensors, flying insects [71] are able to centre their flight path in a corridor by balancing the image motion in their two eyes (cf. Fig. 3 ). Since the optic flow during translation depends on the distance of the objects being passed, balancing the image flow results in balancing the object distances and thus in centring. In addition, honey bees have been shown to regulate flight speed by trying to keep the overall image motion as constant as possible [72] . When forced to fly down a tunnel, bees slow down at narrow passages and accelerate in wider sections. In this way, the bee adapts its speed to the current situation since tight passages require highly controlled flight manoevres.
Coombs and Roberts
The centering behaviour of bees inspired Coombs and Roberts to build "bee-bot", a robot equipped with a wide-angle camera with a 115 • field of view. In the right and left third of the visual field, the vertical optical flow was computed using a gradient method, while the central third was ignored. The maximal flow value on each peripheral field indicated the nearest obstacles on the right and on the left. By balancing the maximal flow on both sides, bee-bot centred its course between the nearest objects. While correcting its course, bee-bot's camera actively counter-rotated to prevent the rotatory flow from contaminating the flow field. When the difference between gaze direction and heading exceeded a threshold, the camera was returned to the heading in a fast saccade-like rotation. At the same time, bee-bot controlled its forward speed to keep the flow in a measurable range. Coombs and Roberts tested bee-bot in a laboratory environment demonstrating its ability to centre its course between obstacles.
Santos-Victor et al. [66] . Instead of actively compensating for rotation, Santos-Victor et al. reduced rotatory effects by using a steering algorithm that always kept the rotary flow component at a sufficiently low level. Their robot, called "Robee", was equipped with two cameras pointing at opposite lateral directions ("divergent stereo"). In both cameras, the horizontal flow was measured using a standard gradient scheme and averaged over the image to increase robustness. The robot steered into the direction of the smaller average flow while adapting its forward speed such that the overall flow remained constant. Thus, Robee centred between the average object distances, not between the nearest objects. In addition, the robot switched from centring to wall following behaviour when the flow on one side vanished while passing an untextured wall. Robee could follow straight and curved corridors with non-uniform texture. An approach similar to the one of Santos-Victor et al. was taken by Duchon and Warren [15] who instead used a single camera pointing into the forward direction. Centring was achieved by comparing the average flow in both halves of the visual field.
Weber et al. [78] . The distance of the corridor walls can be computed from their image velocity, if the insect or robot knows its own speed [49] . This idea was used in the robot of Weber et al. which balanced flow-derived distances instead of image flow. Weber et al. used a V-shaped mirror mounted above the camera to obtain the lateral views. The image motion was computed with the help of an image interpolation technique that delivers not only the image velocity of the walls, but also their angle with respect to the driving direction [70] . Weber et al. removed the rotatory flow component by subtracting the current rotation obtained from the robot's wheel encoders. From the corrected flow, the robot computed the range of the lateral walls using its forward speed, again obtained from its odometry. The robot set its course such that it followed the midline defined by the currently measured wall orientation and distance. Weber et al. demonstrated in a number of experiments that the robot was able to successfully traverse differently formed corridors with textured walls. Due to the odometry-based removal of the rotatory flow, the robot did not need to restrict its turning velocity, nor did it need to compensate for rotation by active gaze control.
Path integration
Lambrinos et al. [35] . Idiothetic path integration based on wheel encoder signals is very common in robotics, but is subject to error accumulation as no external reference is used. Allothetic compasses can help to reduce error accumulation, and are therefore, often used by animals. Celestial cues such as the sun or the stars can serve as a compass, if the time of day is known. One way to estimate the sun's position is to analyse the polarization pattern of the sky that arises from the scattering of the sunlight in the atmosphere. This is particularly useful when the sun itself is obscured by clouds or large objects such as trees or buildings. Many insects analyse the celestial polarization pattern for compass orientation with the help of polarization-sensitive photoreceptors (for review, see [79] ).
The "Sahabot" of Lambrinos et al. used such a polarized light compass for path integration, together with distance estimates from its wheel encoder signals. The compass consisted of three polarization analysers oriented along different polarization planes which mimicked the spatial layout and neural processing of the insect eye. This sensor arrangement was used to estimate the predominant polarization plane of the scattered light at the zenith. The polarization plane at the zenith is perpendicular to the sun's position and thus allows for the determination of the solar meridian. An additional suite of ambient light sensors indicated on which half of the solar meridian the sun was currently positioned. From the geographical position and the time of day and year, the compass direction could be computed from the estimated position of the sun.
Lambrinos et al. tested three different compass models that were proposed for the Saharan desert ant Cataglyphis and compared their performances. Interestingly, the experiments were conducted in the same natural habitat as that of the desert ant. The path integration accuracy of Sahabot was surprisingly high, in a range comparable to that of real desert ants which are well known for their highly developed path integration abilities. [8] . Visual input allows insects not only to estimate their global orientation from visual input, but also the distance travelled. As a possible mechanism, it has been proposed that distance estimates are obtained by integrating the optic flow over time [63, 72] . This inspired Chahl and Srinivasan to investigate whether a mobile robot is able to navigate by path integration using only vision as sensory input.
Chahl and Srinivasan
Chahl and Srinivasan's robot carried two cameras, one at the front and one at the rear of the robot. Each of them pointed up to a conical mirror that allowed to capture a panoramic image of the environment (see Fig. 4 , [9] for a detailed description). This conical mirror camera has become quite popular in biomimetic vision systems since it provides a two-dimensional model of the almost omnidirectional insect eye which is relatively easy to construct [17, 18, 28, 47] .
To measure translation, the robot recorded two one-dimensional reference images of the horizon from both cameras before moving. After a forward movement, the new image of the rear camera was compared to an interpolated image generated from the reference images assuming a linear transformation between them. The distance travelled was then derived from the interpolation parameter and the known distance of the two cameras. A similar procedure was applied to estimate rotation. The setup allowed the robot either only to translate or to rotate, not to do both at the same time. The experiments of Chahl and Srinivasan demonstrated that visual path integration based on image motion is indeed possible. Compared to conventional path integration based on wheel encoders, visual path integration did not prove superior. While not subject to wheel slippage, it suffered from non-uniform contrasts and occlusion effects of passing objects during translation. However, the results were in an acceptable range indicating that visual path integration is a suitable alternative for cases where wheel encoders are not available such as, for instance, in flying agents.
Weber et al. [78] . The issue of estimating the distance travelled from image motion was also taken up by Weber et al. (cf. Section 3.1.1). Using the same robot as in their corridor following experiments, Weber et al. integrated the lateral flow on both sides over time. In contrast to Chahl and Srinivasan [8] , they could not rely on reference images with a known spatial distance. Therefore, their method did not yield absolute values of the distance travelled. Weber et al. did not take into account rotatory movements as the rotatory flow component was removed using odometry. A series of corridor traversals at different speeds showed that the integrated flow values were indeed very consistent as long as the same corridor was travelled. This was not the case for varying environments, since the optic flow depends on the environment-specific distance distribution.
Aiming
Aiming is among the navigation behaviours most easily implemented on a mobile robot. In his influential book Vehicles, Braitenberg [3] describes the basic Fig. 5 . Approaching a goal marked by an object using fixation behaviour [28] . The image flow created by passing the object elicits a turning response towards the object by decreasing the wheel speed on the side of the object, and increasing the wheel speed on the opposite side. architecture ( Fig. 5) : Two sensors and two motors on each side of the robot with either cross-wise and excitatory (Vehicle 2), or uncrossed and inhibitory (Vehicle 3) connections lead to a simple aiming behaviour by turning the robot towards the stronger stimulated side during forward motion. These vehicles find point-like stimuli such as a bright light or an odour source by balancing the inputs of the two sensors during approach, i.e., aiming is achieved using a tropotactic mechanism. Here, we describe two biomimetic type 3 vehicles which were designed to test computational models of insect aiming behaviour. The first vehicle finds sound sources with a specific frequency characteristic, the second finds conspicious objects showing strong visual contrasts.
Webb [77] . Female crickets are able to find a conspecific male by turning and approaching the sounds produced by the male (phonotaxis). The turning response is elicited when the cricket detects a phase difference between its ears on the two front legs, but only if the sound frequency is in the specific range of the cricket species. The detection of phase differences is achieved by the anatomy of the auditory apparatus: sound travels to the cricket's tympana either externally or via an internal air-filled tracheal connection. Upon arrival at the tympanum, the sound signals from the two pathways have different phases. The phase difference leads to different degrees of amplification or cancellation of the incoming signals in both ears, thus allowing the cricket to detect the direction of the sound source. Webb argued that this mechanism might also be responsible for the frequency selectivity of the cricket response since the detection mechanism works only in a very limited frequency range.
To support this hypothesis, Webb devised a controller which electronically mimicked the relative phase discrimination mechanism and the different internal travel times of the incoming sound signals. The controller was set on a mobile robot with two laterally displaced microphones to test whether it could produce a cricket-like phonotaxis. In this way, Webb's robotic simulation could use the complex sound structure of a real environment which is very hard to model in a computer simulation. In a number of experiments, Webb's robot performed very similar to the real cricket. It found an artificial sound source under a variety of conditions, even when the source was located behind an obstacle. Thus, the experiments confirmed that the same mechanism could be responsible for both phase discrimination and frequency selectivity. In more recent work, the capabilities of Webb's system were extended so that the robot was able to find real crickets instead of an artificial sound source [39] . [28] . Many image-based approaches in robotics rely on sophisticated aiming mechanisms that require the segmentation of salient objects from the background. Aiming towards conspicious objects may be realized using much simpler mechanisms. Flies, for instance, orient towards black stripes in a homogeneous environment (fixation behaviour, [57] ) and approach them. This could be due to the fly's optomotor response: The fly compensates for disturbances causing a large rotatory image motion by rotating into the direction of the image motion, thus reducing the disturbance. When an isolated object passes from front to back during flight, the fly compensates for the optic flow created by the object by counter-rotating until the object is brought in front of the insect where it creates almost no image motion (cf. Figs. 4 and 5 ) . Thus, both a compensatory optomotor response and an aiming behaviour might be implemented in a common sensomotor controller [22] .
Huber and Bülthoff
Huber and Bülthoff tested the viability of this hypothesis on a mobile robot equipped with a conical mirror camera. The robot's image processing system was a relatively detailed one-dimensional model of the insect motion processing pathway. The motion signals were analyzed by an array of Reichardt motion detectors [24] the outputs of which were integrated over each hemisphere. The integrated flow from both hemispheres was used to control the robot's driving direction in the same way as in Braitenberg's type 3 vehicle (cf. Fig. 5 ). The system of Huber and Bülthoff resembled those designed for flow-based trail following (cf. Section 3.1.1), but was used for aiming instead.
Similar to the insect experiments of Poggio and Reichardt [57] , Huber and Bülthoff conducted their robot experiments in a circular arena with black stripes as visual stimuli. The robot produced both fixation and compensatory optomotor behaviour, depending on whether a single isolated stripe or a wide-field pattern was presented. Thus, the plausibility of a common controller for both behaviours could be confirmed in a real world test. The resulting aiming mechanism allowed the robot to find salient objects without requiring sophisticated segmentation techniques.
Guidance
Bees and ants are able to use visual guidance (scene-based homing) to find a location which is only defined by an array of locally visible landmarks (for review, see [11] ). The experimental evidence suggests that these insects store a relatively unprocessed snapshot of the surrounding panorama as seen from the goal. Cartwright and Collett [7] developed a computational model that could find a goal by matching the snapshot with the current view (cf. Fig. 6 ). In their model, they assumed that the views are omnidirec- Fig. 6 . Scene-based homing with a panoramic snapshot taken at the goal: In the current view, the image positions of the surrounding landmarks are displaced with respect to the snapshot. The goal can be found by moving into a direction that diminishes the image displacements (after [7] ). tional and aligned with an external reference direction. Landmarks appeared as black regions in the views, the background being white. The matching between views was done by searching for black regions in the current view near the image position where it was seen in the snapshot. From the difference between the image positions in the snapshot and the current view, a movement direction was computed to reduce the perceived difference. The computed movement directions for all visible landmarks were summed up to give the overall flight direction of the model bee. Computer simulations showed that the model could indeed account for the observed search behaviour of honeybees.
This simple form of visual guidance has inspired several robot implementations since no complex scene representations have to be handled to find an inconspicuous goal. The biomimetic approaches introduced below mainly differ in the way they establish correspondences between views; this is one of the principal problems when transferring the idealized model of Cartwright and Collett [7] to a real world robot application. Similar approaches that do not explicitly refer to biological behaviours have been presented by Hong et al. [27] and Neven and Schöner [51] .
Röfer [61] . Röfer used a robot with a synchronous drive that kept it at a nearly constant orientation during operation. A rotating photoreceptor allowed for recording one-dimensional omnidirectional grey value signatures. These views were assumed to be roughly aligned to a global reference direction because of the constant orientation of the robot platform. This made the system susceptible to cumulative error since a slow orientation change due to wheel slippage is hard to avoid during operation. In contrast to the model of Cartwright and Collett, Röfer could not rely on a segmentation of the image into landmarks and background. Instead, correspondences between the images were learnt by a one-dimensional Kohonen network. The nodes of the network were initialized with the grey values of the snapshot and had to converge to the grey values of the current view by changing their image position. The movement directions were computed from the different positions of the nodes in the snapshot and the current view, and summed up as in the model of Cartwright and Collett. The robot could only move step-wise since it had to take a new scan of the photosensor between each movement. In a later implementation [62] , Röfer improved this scheme in several respects: Instead of the rotating photoreceptor, he used an omnidirectional sensor similar to the conical mirror camera which allowed for continuous robot motion. In addition, he generalized his correspondence algorithm to non-aligned and coloured views to improve its robustness.
Franz et al. [18] . Franz et al. analyzed the computational foundations of snapshot-based guidance and provided proofs on convergence and error properties. Based on the mathematical analysis, they developed an alternative model to that of Cartwright and Collett. Instead of computing correspondences locally as in the other approaches, Franz et al. used a set of templates for the entire correspondence field derived from simplifying assumptions. Each correspondence template generated a novel view from the stored snapshot which was compared to the current view. The template leading to the best reconstruction of the current view was taken as a base for the computation of the goal direction. As in Röfer's approach, the algorithm of Franz et al. worked with unsegmented grey value images, but the views did not need to be aligned with a reference direction. Robust performance was shown in a number of experiments in a realistic low contrast environment using a miniature robot with a conical mirror camera. Part of this robustness can be attributed to the global image matching technique which largely restricts the search space for correspondences. However, the limited set of correspondence templates and the underlying assumptions mostly restricted the area from which the goal could be found (catchment area) to the open space around the snapshot. [7] on the Sahabot 2, the successor of Sahabot (see Section 3.1.2) which also carried a conical mirror camera. The experiments were conducted on a flat plane in the Sahara desert with four black cylinders as landmarks, similar to the ant experiments of Wehner et al. [80] . In contrast to the approaches described above, the omnidirectional image was segmented into the black landmarks and the bright background, and the snapshots were aligned at a compass direction obtained from the polarized light compass of Sahabot. Correspondences were found by pairing black image regions, as in the original model. The experiments showed that Sahabot 2 could reach the goal with high accuracy, even from outside the area defined by the immediately surrounding landmarks. This demonstrated that the original model of Cartwright and Collett can be transferred to a real world application, provided that the environment allows for a reliable segmentation of the landmarks from the background. While this might be feasible in the Sahara desert, it is not clear how the scheme of Möller et al. performs in environments without highly distinctive landmarks, and how much of its performance can be attributed to the use of additional compass information which was not used by the other approaches.
Möller et al. [47]. Möller et al. directly implemented the model of Cartwright and Collett
Way-finding
Recognition-triggered response
Insects can associate movement decisions with visual landmarks. Ants, for instance, may learn to always pass a landmark on the right side. This association persists, even when the order of the landmarks or their positions relative to the nest are changed [12] . Bees are able to learn routes, i.e., connected chains of recognition-triggered responses. Collett et al. [13] observed that bees, after associating a sequence of landmarks with movement decisions, showed inconsistent behaviour when the order of landmarks was changed. When a navigation task requires only stereotyped route following, vertebrates also appear to use recognition-triggered responses [21, 36] .
Recognition-triggered responses have been used in a number of biomimetic navigation systems which differ in the way they recognize a location and in the local navigation method associated with it. They fall into two groups: The first type uses a collection of unconnected associations of compass directions with recognizable sensory situations. The memorized directions all lead to a single goal location so that this behaviour lies in the middle between local navigation and way-finding. For an implementation of this idea into a neural associative memory, see Barto and Sutton [2] .
The second type connects the responses to routes, i.e., ordered sequences of recognition-triggered responses. All of these systems only require routes as building blocks for topological navigation skills. We will discuss them in the next section.
Nelson [50] . Nelson presented a robot capable of a view recognition-triggered response together with a theoretical analysis of the associative memory used in his approach. Instead of a mobile robot, Nelson used a small camera mounted on a robot arm which could move at a fixed height over a miniature city called "Tinytown". Places were recognized from the bird's eye view of the camera. Each camera image of a location was divided into a 5 × 5 grid of adjacent subwindows in which the predominant edge direction was determined. In the training phase, Nelson's system learned associations between local edge orientation patterns with directions towards the goal in the town centre at 120 preselected places covering Tinytown. Homing was accomplished by comparing the currently perceived pattern against all patterns stored in the associative memory, and moving into the specified direction of the winning pattern. Nelson's system was able to find the goal from almost all places in Tinytown and thus demonstrated the feasability of recognition-triggered responses in robot applications. However, his system relied on some idealizations: pictures were taken in exactly the same camera orientation, the system had to be trained at all possible locations and could not select places autonomously. [20] . Similar to a theoretical study by Krakauer [30] , Gaussier and Zrehen pro-posed recognition-triggered responses instead of guidance as an alternative explanation of the scene-based homing behaviour of insects (cf. Section 3.3). Their mobile robot learned associations between compass directions and landmark configurations. The landmark configurations were extracted from panoramic images obtained from a rotating camera. A neural preprocessing stage determined so-called "focal points" (corners or junctions) in the panoramic image. Around each focal point, a local landmark view was extracted and its compass direction determined. In addition, the system stored the camera movements leading from one focal point to the next. Thus, a place was characterized by a sequence of local landmark views and bearings connected by camera movements. In contrast to Nelson's [50] approach, the recognition-triggered responses were learned during an autonomous exploration phase in which Gaussier and Zrehen's robot made repeated excursions from the goal in various directions. During each excursion, a group of neural networks learned the landmark configuration at a certain distance from the goal, and associated it with a vector pointing into the goal direction. While homing, the vector belonging to the most similar landmark configuration was activated which led to a zig-zag trajectory along the decision boundary between neighbouring landmark configurations (cf. Fig. 7 ). The system of Gaussier and Zrehen could find its goal from any position inside an office room. In addition, Gaussier and Zrehen showed that three scene-vector-associations Fig. 7 . Finding a goal using recognition-triggered responses [20] . During exploration, the robot learns associations between the currently perceived scene and a compass direction. During homing, the vector belonging to the most similar scene is activated.
Gaussier and Zrehen
are sufficient for reliable homing. Thus, their system had to learn only a few recognition-triggered responses as opposed to the large number required by Nelson's [50] approach. [60] . A class of neurons in the rat hippocampus, the so-called "place cells", have been found to consistently discriminate between different parts of an environment, i.e., they fire only in one part of the environment, but not in others [53] . It is generally believed that place cells play an important role in navigation, and a large number of theoretical hippocampus models have been presented (e.g., [4, 6, 46, 48, 54, 65, 73] ). The system of Recce and Harris is an implementation of Marr's hippocampus model [42] on a mobile robot. In this model, the hippocampus was viewed as an autoassociative memory which stores a scene representation consisting of the bearings and distances of the surrounding landmarks and of a goal location. Place recognition was achieved by feeding the current scene into the autoassociator which activated the stored scene memory if it matched the current scene. In the model of Recce and Harris, this corresponded to the activation of a place cell. The stored direction and distance of the goal were activated together with the scene memory and could be used to directly drive towards the goal. In this respect, the approach of Recce and Harris was very similar to Nelson's which also required the storing of scene representations all over the environment. In contrast to the other approaches, the landmark bearings were not extracted from the visual input, but from omnidirectional sonar scans which also yielded the landmark distances. The robot did not need compass information or a constant orientation since it could "mentally" rotate the scene representation to find the maximal activation of the autoassociator. Recce and Harris compared the activation patterns of the simulated place cells with the experimental evidence and found a good qualitative correspondence. In addition, the robot could find the goal from all locations in the test environment which confirmed that Marr's model could be used for a real world navigation task.
Recce and Harris
Burgess et al. [5] . Burgess et al. describe a robot implementation of an earlier neurophysiological model of the rat hippocampus [6] . Some place cells can be shown to fire at a relatively fixed distance from a [40] Binary views Corridor following View recognition Franz et al. [17] Panoramic views Visual guidance View similarity and verification Owen and Nehmzow [55] Sonar signature Direction following Rehearsal procedure wall [52] . This property inspired the place recognition mechanism of the robot of Burgess et al. which visually estimated the distances to the surrounding walls. Compared to the very general environments of Recce and Harris [60] , their approach was designed for the rather specialized case of a rectangular arena with a visual marker on the northern wall. The wall distance was derived from the perceived height of the edge between wall and floor in the visual field. Thus, each place in the arena was characterized by a specific combination of wall distances. During a first exploration phase, the robot rotated on the spot at all locations of the arena, to face all walls and to estimate their distance. The robot's orientation with respect to a geocentric reference direction was derived from path integration which was periodically reset by using the visual marker on the northern wall. A competitive learning mechanism selected a number of place cells to represent the specific wall distances for each place. In a second learning phase, the robot associated "goal cells" with the place cells representing four reference locations from which the direction towards the goal was known. Thus, the goal cells played a role similar to Gaussier and Zrehen's [20] recognition-triggered responses. However, Burgess et al. computed the goal direction from the relative activity of all goal cells instead of selecting the most active one. This should result in smooth trajectories instead of the zig-zag course of Gaussier and Zrehen's robot. The system showed good agreement with the neurophysiological data and thus demonstrated the validity of the hippocampus model in a simplified, yet real world situation.
Topological navigation
One of the most influential biomimetic ideas in robotics is that of topological navigation. It provides an alternative to the computationally expensive map paradigm discussed in the introduction, without necessarily restricting its performance. Therefore, many recent approaches are topological, or construct a topological representation from a global map (e.g., [74] ). In contrast, biological systems seem to construct topological representations by integrating routes in a bottom-up manner [38] . This ability has been observed in many animals, ranging from honeybees [16] to humans [21] . The systems described below follow this bottom-up approach using different local navigation, place recognition and route integration strategies (cf. Table 2 ).
Matarić [43] . Experiments on rat navigation motivated Matarić to build a robot that concatenated different wall and midline following behaviours to routes and graphs. The robot was equipped with a ring of ultrasonic sensors and a compass. It executed a single behaviour as long as the sensory conditions remained qualitatively the same, e.g., as long as the robot's ultrasonic sensors detected a corridor leading into the south. A new behaviour was triggered by arriving at a distinctive place showing a qualitative change of the immediate environment such as a corner or a dead end. In contrast to the other approaches, the recognition of these places was only determined by their context, i.e., by the sequence of actions preceding the current action. Thus, the only information stored in the graph representation were actions, not place descriptions. In the graph, each action was labelled by the type of the local environment and by the navigation behaviour used to traverse it (e.g., follow left wall heading south). These features allowed the robot to acquire routes autonomously by simply following the walls of the experimental room. Routes were integrated as soon as the robot encountered a previously visited local environment requiring the same local nav-igation behaviour. This shows a limitation of Matarić's approach: The number of uniquely identifiable combinations of wall type and compass direction is small. In general environments, the problem of perceptual aliasing arises, i.e., distinct locations appear identical to the robot's sensors [55] . Arriving at a new situation identical to an already stored one, Matarić's robot would perform a false route integration. Thus, the navigable environment remained confined to rooms with a uniquely identifiable wall configuration. [29] . Kortenkamp and Weymouth tried to reduce the problem of perceptual aliasing by enriching the sensory information defining a place. Their approach was based on concepts derived from a general theory of human cognitive mapping that also involved topological navigation [10] . As in Matarić's approach, Kortenkamp and Weymouth's robot was designed to navigate in indoor environments. A place was recognized by its associated "gateway", i.e., an opening in the lateral walls such as, a door. The gateways were detected and classified with the help of a sonar ring around the robot. Kortenkamp and Weymouth found 24 gateway types in a typical indoor environment. The detected gateway type was combined with stereovision data to achieve a rich sensory place characterization. Between gateways, the robot navigated by wall or corridor following. While the richer place representation allowed Kortenkamp and Weymouth's system to recognize a much greater number of places than Matarić's, this alone did not exclude the possibility of perceptual aliasing. However, they avoided this problem by employing a human supervisor during exploration of a new environment. At each gateway, the supervisor provided the identity of the place so that route integration was basically done by the trainer. [1] . Bachelder and Waxman designed a neurocomputational architecture to emulate the place cells in the rat hippocampus. In contrast to the recognition-triggered response models of Recce and Harris [60] and Burgess et al. [5] (cf. Section 4.1), they assume an involvement of the hippocampus in topological navigation. Place cells could encode a topological representation since they are highly interconnected via modifiable synapses. In Bachelder and Waxman's system, place cells formed the vertices of a graph interconnected by movement decisions. In contrast to the other recognition-triggered response models, places were defined only by landmark views, not by landmark distances.
Kortenkamp and Weymouth
Bachelder and Waxman
The first layer of Bachelder and Waxman's architecture partitioned a room into regions defined by a specific configuration of landmark views. The landmarks were differently shaped objects covered by an arrangement of lamps to simplify the image processing. While following a path prescribed by a supervisor, Bachelder and Waxman's robot recorded at each place the characteristic configuration of lamps. This was done by rotating a camera on the robot and relating the detected landmarks to a compass direction. Regions with similar lamp configurations were associated with the same place cell. The regions described by the activation of a single place cell correspond to the place concept of the other topological approaches. Movements leading from one region to another were learnt by the second layer, a heteroassociative network. This network, however, required several hours of off-line training on the data gathered by the robot, and was not subsequently tested on the robot. As they were mainly interested in neurocomputational questions, Bachelder and Waxman did not address the problems of topological navigation such as exploration, path planning and perceptual aliasing.
Mallot et al. [40] . The system of Mallot et al. is based on the view graph theory of navigation developed by Schölkopf and Mallot [67] . According to this theory, biological navigation behaviour in maze-like environments can be explained if one assumes an underlying topological representation. This so-called "view graph" consists of local views as vertices and their spatial relationships (adjacencies or movement directions) as edges.
Mallot et al. used a miniature robot to explore hexagonal mazes. The robot was equipped with "two pixel vision", i.e., two infrared sensors looking downward to the textured floor. The local views were binary patterns on the floor which were recognized while a maze junction was approached. Between junctions, the robot travelled by means of corridor following using infrared proximity sensors. In contrast to the other approaches, Mallot et al. did not integrate the local views into a common place representation. The view graph was learned by a neural architecture that asso-ciated sequences of views with movement decisions, similar to the one used by Bachelder and Waxman [1] . The robot explored a maze of 12 places and 24 "views" in about an hour. Afterwards, the robot was able to find the shortest path between arbitrary pairs of views. Perceptual aliasing did not occur in the specific setup of Mallot et al. since every view was unique in the maze. However, their network facilitated view recognition by taking into account context information from previously visited views which decreased the probability of perceptual aliasing.
Franz et al. [17] . The robot of Franz et al. was designed to demonstrate that view graphs can also be learned in open environments without a maze-like structure. Similar to Nelson [50] , the experiments were conducted in a miniature town, but the robot moved on the ground between the toy houses. The only sensory input used by the robot were one-dimensional grey value signatures obtained from an omnidirectional conical mirror camera. Places were recognized by comparing the current view to stored omnidirectional snapshots. Between snapshots, the robot navigated with the help of the visual guidance strategy described in Section 3.3 [18] . Routes consisted of chains of snapshots taken during autonomous exploration of the environment. In contrast to Mallot et al. [40] , only the adjacencies of the snapshots were stored, not the movement decisions connecting them. Whenever view similarities to another route were found, the system tried to navigate to the most similar snapshot. If successful, both routes were connected. New snapshots were taken only when the current view was classified as sufficiently distinct from all previously taken snapshots. This feature prevented the system from including ambiguous information into the view graph, but limited the navigable range of the system to regions with non-ambiguous visual input.
During exploration, the robot tried to move into the least explored regions of its view graph, i.e., regions with a smaller number of snapshots and less connections between them. This accelerated the exploration process which still took more than an hour. The robot recorded between 20 and 50 snapshots that typically covered two thirds of the test arena. In contrast to Mallot et al., Franz et al. did not use contextual information to disambiguate visual information. However, the view information used by the robot proved to be sufficiently rich to prevent perceptual aliasing in their test arena. [55] . The topological navigation system of Owen and Nehmzow recognized places from omnidirectional sonar readings. Their robot travelled between places by following a recorded vector (distance and compass direction) pointing from one place to another. The robot could not explore autonomously, but had to be guided along a path by a trainer. Similar to the system of Franz et al. [17] , the robot recorded a new place during exploration whenever the sonar readings were sufficiently distinct from the familiar places. When the robot encountered a sensory situation which was similar to a familiar place in the graph, it automatically tested the place identity by verifying its graph context. To that end, the robot travelled to all recorded neighbours of the place (rehearsal procedure, cf. [33] ). When it failed to find the recorded neighbours, a new place node was included in the graph. Although the ultrasonic signatures provide much less information than the views used by Franz et al. [17] , the rehearsal procedure allowed Owen and Nehmzow's system to map areas with ambiguous sensory input while keeping the risk of perceptual aliasing low.
Owen and Nehmzow
Discussion
The above described robot systems show that, mostly within the last five years, biomimetic approaches have been developed for most types of biological navigation, with the exception of search and survey navigation. However, the field is still at the beginning of its development. This is documented by the fact that all of the reviewed approaches aim at testing biological models or mechanisms rather than at finding an optimal technical solution to a given problem.
Researchers in this field are motivated by two basic interests: the first (biological) interest is to subject biological hypotheses to a rigorous test in the real world; the second (bionic) interest is to find new mechanisms that might be utilized in future navigation systems. In most cases, both interests cannot be pursued in the same system: Either, realistic modelling of animal behaviour restricts the technical application to very spe-cialized cases (such as the cricket robot of Webb [77] ), or the investigated mechanism is so highly abstracted that predictions of actual animal behaviour are difficult (as, e.g., in Matarić's [43] topologically navigating robot).
There are good reasons to test biological theories of navigation on real mobile robots. Webb [77] argues that, even in the most elaborate simulations, some potentially important effect may be incorrectly modelled or overlooked. A computational step left out for convenience may prove to be crucial in the real world. This cannot happen in a robot test, as all system components are evaluated simultaneously. Thus, robot implementations provide a more rigorous test for behavioural models than computer simulations. In addition, realistic computer models of visual or auditory input are extremely complex. Often a robot implementation can be done with less effort.
From the bionic point of view, biomimetic research has yielded a number of interesting new navigation mechanisms. In particular, corridor-following based on optic flow, path integration with a polarization compass, snapshot-based guidance and recognition-triggered responses are now well understood. In terms of robustness and performance, their robotic implementations proved to be comparable or superior to existing, purely technical approaches. The biomimetic topological navigation systems, however, are still outperformed by current technical systems. This is due to the fact that the described topological systems either cannot explore their environment autonomously, or do not use sufficiently sophisticated place recognition techniques that would allow for mapping a larger environment.
Interestingly, most of the navigation mechanisms presented here are inspired by insect behaviour. The main reason might be the fact that, due to their limited information processing capacity, insects have to rely on computationally inexpensive, yet robust minimalistic mechanisms. This makes them more accessible to biological experiments, and simplifies their robot implementation. The complicated navigation behaviour of vertebrates is still less understood so that most corresponding biomimetic approaches have to remain on a very abstract level. An exception are the robots using models of the rat hippocampus that can draw on a large number of neurophysiological investigations. But even here, the possible interpretations are diverse. Bachelder and Waxman [1] , together with many computational models, assume that the hippocampus is involved in topological navigation behaviour, while Burgess et al. [5] and Recce and Harris [60] propose a role in recognition-triggered responses. McNaughton et al. [45, 65] , finally, argue that the network of hippocampal place cells is primarily a path integration system. Landmarks provide additional information used to prevent error accumulation.
Cognitive maps
A major distinction of navigation competences which has been elaborated by O'Keefe and Nadel [54] is the one between stereotyped and flexible behaviours. Mechanisms like path integration, aiming, or even route behaviour allow an agent to go to one goal. If the agent wants to go to a different goal, it would have to learn everything anew, even if parts of the required route had been used already for the previous goal. In contrast, topological and survey navigation are goal-independent memories of space that can be used for many different routes as well as for the planning of routes. Learning of such goal-independent memories is "latent", i.e., it is driven by curiosity, not reinforcement and may occur long before the agent knows which goal might become interesting. Goal-independent ("declarative") memories of space are called cognitive maps (in the sense of O'Keefe and Nadel [54] ) whereas route-knowledge is a form of procedural memory. The flexibility of cognitive maps is not free, however. While procedural memories of space generate an action command (such as "go left!") as the output of the memory, cognitive maps have to be "consulted" by an additional device. In themselves, they can only provide information like "if you want to go to place B, you should turn left here".
In their original introduction of the term cognitive map, Tolman et al. [75] stressed the idea that cognitive maps can be used as a route planning stage, which is well in line with the idea of a declarative memory of space. Consequently, Tolman et al. suggested the use of shortcut behaviour as evidence in support of cognitive maps (see also [19] ). This is problematic, however, since shortcuts can also be found by path integration or aiming to a distant landmark; in order to conclude the involvement of a cognitive map from shortcut behaviour, such local mechanisms would have to be ruled out first.
Relationship to other terminologies
In the literature, a number of terminologies for navigation behaviour have been introduced. The approach presented here is closest to the navigation hierarchy of Trullier et al. [76] in which we included the additional levels search and direction-following at the lower end. The main difference, however, is that in our terminology, behaviour is categorized only on the basis of competences, rather than on the basis of information structure and content. Our intention hereby is to make the categories accessible to behavioural experiments and benchmarks so that both biological and robot behaviours can be related in the same framework.
Some authors insist that recognition-triggered responses must be directly associated with a place, independent of the viewing angle or the orientation of the agent [58, 76] . This is an unnecessary restriction as it requires the integration of different sensory configurations into a common place representation. In fact, many way-finding skills may be accomplished without the need for this integration, as is demonstrated by the system of Mallot et al. [40] . Their robot learned a topological representation of a maze without integrating local views into a common place representation.
Although survey navigation is the highest level in our hierarchy, this does not necessarily imply that an agent first has to acquire a topological representation, as suggested by some authors [34, 58] . There is evidence that humans can immediately acquire survey knowledge during exploration of a novel environment [64] . Thus, the proposed hierarchy of spatial information processing does not necessarily result in a hierarchical organization of knowledge acquisition. Similarly, metric information cannot be associated with a particular level of the navigation hierarchy: it may arise from very simple mechanisms, such as path integration, as well as from the inference of spatial relationships in survey navigation.
In general, it seems sensible to distinguish between different types of navigation hierarchies that are to some degree independent: the logical hierarchy describing the complexity of navigation behaviour and underlying mechanisms (e.g., [32] ); the evolutionary hierarchy found in the animal kingdom (e.g., [76] ); the ontogenetic sequence of the development of behavioural competences in the child; and finally, the acquisition hierarchy during exploration of an environment.
Future directions
Our analysis has shown that two types of navigation behaviours are still awaiting a biomimetic robot implementation: search at the lower end of the hierarchy, and survey navigation at the higher end. As we argued at the beginning, an effective search mechanism could be very useful as a backup strategy when other navigation mechanisms fail (a common case in current systems). Moreover, there are some interesting biological examples of search: Desert ants [81] and desert isopods [25, 26] , for instance, use an effective systematic search strategy when they miss their burrow after a foraging trip. A robot implementation of these search strategies could be a realistic test of the theoretical considerations discussed by Wehner and Srinivasan [81] and Hoffmann [25, 26] .
Before a biomimetic survey navigation system can be built, the hurdle of topological navigation has to be taken. Although the principle problems are well understood, there is currently no system that autonomously builds graphs from routes in a larger scale environment. In our opinion, reliable topological navigation could be the challenge of the near future. Once this is achieved, a number of interesting questions concerning survey navigation can be addressed; for instance, how the topological representation should be embedded in a common reference frame, or how much metric information is necessary for this behaviour. A biomimetic robot capable of survey navigation would finally close the loop that began with abandoning the traditional map-based navigation systems.
Although many biological examples remain to be explored, the number of well-studied biological mechanisms suitable for robot implementation is relatively small. Therefore, the current development cannot go on infinitely. Future biomimetic systems will have to be designed in close collaboration with on-going biological research. This will allow technical results to directly influence the direction of empirical research, thus providing a novel, synthetic approach to biology.
